
Charismatic Connecting

“Five years ago, Google — one of the most public proselytizers of how studying workers can 
transform productivity — became focused on building the perfect team. In the last decade, the tech 
giant has spent untold millions of dollars measuring nearly every aspect of its employees’ lives.” 
The results of their study challenged conventional wisdoms and the notion that “building the best 
teams meant combining the best people.” 
PROMPT: What is the common thread linking all good teams? How should this inform the way you build and 
develop your team of collaborators? 

“What's the secret to unlocking the creativity hidden inside your daily work, and giving every 
great idea a chance? Harvard professor Linda Hill, co-author of ‘Collective Genius,’ has studied 
some of the world's most creative companies to come up with a set of tools and tactics to keep 
great ideas flowing -- from everyone in the company, not just the designated ‘creatives.’" 
PROMPT: According to this talk, why is charismatic connecting necessary for innovation? How can you 
cultivate and employ collective creativity?

“Like a lot of New Yorkers, Terry Greiss watched the video of Eric Garner being choked to death 
by police officers on Staten Island, in 2014, and felt a call to action…The program he developed 
with the N.Y.P.D., ‘To Protect, Serve, and Understand,’ pairs seven officers and seven civilians for 
improvisational theatre games. The goal, he said, is to ‘develop empathy’ between the two 
groups.” For more on the power of improv, read here.  
PROMPT: How did improv games promote charismatic connecting amongst participants? How can improv be 
a tool for creativity, social cohesion, etc.?

“I also knew that our team didn’t need me to be the star; they needed me to be the goalie. My job 
was fairly simple: keep the puck out of the net. There were nuances, of course, such as blocking 
shooting angles, hugging the post and keeping my glove hand up, but the key part of preventing 
the other team from scoring had much less to do with physical athleticism and more to do with 
communication.” 
PROMPT: Do you agree with the author’s argument about team sports? Can you participate in sports + other 
activities to improve your charismatic connecting?
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